Please Note: Quilt Image shown is a digital representation, fabric look may vary on your project. Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section online to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt project.
**Estimated Fabric Requirements:**

- 1 ¼ yards – 43297-7 Charcoal
- 1 ½ yards – 43296-8 Black
- 2 ½ yards – 35370S-1 Optic White
- ¼ yard – 43297-2 Green
- ¼ yard – 43296-6 Yellow
- ¼ yard – 43296-2 Green
- ¼ yard – 43297-6 Yellow
- ¼ yard – 43296-4 Red
- ¼ yard – 43295-4 Red
- ¼ yard – 43300-3 Pink
- ¼ yard – 43299-4 Red
- ¼ yard – 43298-4 Red
- ¼ yard – 43295-3 Pink
- ¼ yard – 43295-1 Turquoise
- ¼ yard – 43299-1 Turquoise
- ¼ yard – 43300-1 Turquoise
- ¼ yard – 43301-1 Turquoise
- ¼ yard – 43300-6 Yellow
- ¼ yard – 43301-6 Yellow
- ¼ yard – 43298-6 Yellow
- ¼ yard – 43297-1 Turquoise
- ¼ yard – 43301-2 Green
- ¼ yard – 43300-5 Grey
- ¼ yard – 43298-9 Grey/Green
- ¼ yard – 43295-2 Green
- ¼ yard – 43298-10 Green/Turquoise
- ¼ yard – 43300-2 Green
- ¼ yard – 43297-4 Red
- ¼ yard – 43296-1 Turquoise
- ¾ yard – 43295-5 Grey
- 5 ¼ yards – 43298-1 Turquoise
**Cutting Instructions:**

**Fabric A: Dashes – Charcoal**
- Cut four 9” x Width of Fabric (WOF) strips. Sub-cut the strips into sixteen 9” squares.

**Fabric B: Mini Diamonds – Black**
- Cut one 9 ¾” x WOF strip. Sub-cut the strip into one 9 ¾” squares and two 9 ⅜” squares. Cut the 9 ¾” square across both diagonals to make four corner-setting triangles. Cut the two 9 ⅜” squares across one diagonal to make four side-setting triangles.
- Cut two 9 ⅜” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into eight 9 ⅜” squares. Cut the squares across one diagonal to make sixteen side-setting triangles.
- See instructions to cut thirty-five 1 ¾” diameter circles.
- Cut eight 2 ½” x WOF strips for the binding.

**Fabric C: Optic White**
- Cut nine 9” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into thirty-five 9” squares.

**Fabric D: Dashes – Green**
- See instructions to cut two 6” circles.

**Fabric E: Mini Diamonds – Yellow**
- See instructions to cut two 6” circles.

**Fabric F: Mini Diamonds – Green**
- See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

**Fabric G: Dashes – Yellow**
- See instructions to cut two 6” circles.

**Fabric H: Mini Diamonds – Red**
- See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

**Fabric I: Medallions – Red**
- See instructions to cut two 6” circles.

**Fabric J: Diamond Boxes – Pink**
- See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

**Fabric K: Dots & Boxes – Red**
- See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

**Fabric L: Dots & Diamonds – Red**
- See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

**Fabric M: Medallions – Pink**
- See instructions to cut one 6” circle.
Cutting Instructions - Continued:

Fabric N: Medallions – Turquoise
  • See instructions to cut two 6” circles.

Fabric O: Dots & Boxes – Turquoise
  • See instructions to cut two 6” circles.

Fabric P: Diamond Boxes – Turquoise
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric Q: Circles & Dots – Turquoise
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric R: Diamond Boxes – Yellow
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric S: Circles & Dots – Yellow
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric T: Dots & Diamonds – Yellow
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric U: Dashes – Turquoise
  • See instructions to cut three 6” circles.

Fabric V: Circles & Dots – Green
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric W: Diamond Boxes – Grey
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric X: Dots & Diamonds – Grey/Green
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric Y: Medallions – Green
  • See instructions to cut two 6” circles.

Fabric Z: Dots & Diamonds – Grey/Turquoise
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric AA: Diamond Boxes – Green
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric BB: Dashes – Red
  • See instructions to cut one 6” circle.
**Cutting Instructions - Continued:**

Fabric CC: Mini Diamonds – Turquoise
- See instructions to cut one 6” circle.

Fabric DD: Medallions – Grey
- Cut two 9” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into eight 9” squares.

Backing: Dots & Diamonds – Turquoise
- Cut two 92” x WOF strips. Sew the strips together and trim to 68” x 92” for the pieced back.

**Quilt Assembly:**

1. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, trace the listed number of each template onto the paper side of the fusible web. Roughly cut out each template about 1/8” outside the drawn lines.

2. Press each template onto the wrong side of the fabrics as listed in the cutting directions. Cut out each template on the drawn lines.

3. Refer to Figure 1 to arrange and press one Fabric D 6” circle and one Fabric B 1 ¾” circle onto one 9” Fabric C square.

4. Finish the raw edges of each shape with a decorative stitch such as a buttonhole or satin stitch to make one D block.

5. Repeat Steps 3-4 to make a second D block.

6. Repeat Steps 3-4 and use Figures 2 through 26 for fabric identification and location to make the designated number of blocks. There will be thirty-five total blocks.

![Figures 1-6](https://example.com/figures1-6.png)
7. Follow Figure 27 and sew the thirty-five blocks, sixteen 9” Fabric A squares, eight 9” Fabric DD squares, twenty Fabric B side-setting triangles and four Fabric B corner-setting triangles together to make the quilt top.

8. Layer and quilt as desired.

9. Sew the eight 2 ½” x WOF Fabric B strips together, end to end with 45-degree seams, to make the binding. Fold this long strip in half, lengthwise with wrong sides together, and press.

10. Bind as desired.

Fig. 27
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Small Dots
Trace 35
Fabric B

Large Dots
Trace 35
See Cutting instructions for fabrics

1” square for scale

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the complete collection and to download this and other FREE Projects